get there
ADVENTURES IN SOLITUDE

by Ian O`Sullivan

The day you cease to travel
you will have arrived.

Existirá uma razão parte te olhar,
mesmo de longe existirá no meu pais sua cancão,
que passará aos meus ouvidos
e tocará na minha fonte.
There is still a reason to watch you
even from afar
your song will exist in my land
it will pass through my ears
and touch down to my roots.

Other Than Us

For each person depicted in this study
there exists an entire life story.
Each image hints at a secret personal history within.
An internal world that abounds
with as much variety
as the features and attire that separate
one person and one life
from all others.
Is it possible for just one frame
to give a true insight
into a person’s complete story?
Is a passing moment time enough
to convey the history
of an individual’s experience?

Other Than Us

Can a flat image
contain enough substance
to encompass the depth
of a personality?
Can a mere picture
so virtual and removed from reality
still mark someone’s place in this world?
Perhaps not.
But this collection attempts
to respond to such questions.
This work observes a variety of ways
people live throughout the world;
offering perspectives of daily life
captured at unsuspecting moments.

Other Than Us

With an unprententious nature
these subjects go about their lives,
living out the necessities of their tasks and traditions,
swept along in the currents of their culture.
Isn’t it interesting
how the mundane of day to day
always seems so much more exotic
when viewed from a distance?

Elements of Nature

It is the endless number of ways
nature chooses to express itself
that I find so remarkably impressive.
It’s sublime power to inspire and frighten,
comfort and enchant;
the way it serves as a mirror
to help us see and feel
our own connection to the world around us;
these things leave us in wonder and awe.
And this feeling we can not avoid,
because ultimately we are all
elements of nature.

Elements of Nature

We come from it,
and it comes through us.
We are part of it,
and it is a part within us.
And this delicate balance
completes our most basic sense
of belonging and place in the world.
A sense that can be stripped by no one
nor undone by anything
other than it’s own divine hand.

Look Elsewhere

What is it about leaving where you are
that is always so compelling?
Why is it you would escape the security
of the very things you trust most
to search for something . . .
better, or more, or just different
that presumably exists
elsewhere?
Is it the simple fact
that by having been someplace else
you are distinguished from those
who have not?
Or is it the desire for experience
in the first person
instead of vicarious proxy?

Look Elsewhere

Is it possible
the more you see
the more you do
the more you are?
In a world of more
perhaps this makes sense,
but what if it’s true
that nothing in life
is free after all?
With experience do you eventually learn
you must always leave something behind
to make room for something new?
And do you ever come to realize
this never stops hurting?

Look Elsewhere

So then why do it at all?
Why risk losing the simple comfort of the known
for the uncertain rewards of the unknown?
Why search for the mysterious promise
of something that exists only in your mind
until the fateful moment when you might just find it?

Wish you were here

This collection of images
presents some personal memories
from my life.
Visual impressions
of places and things
once had and now gone.
Frozen moments
of a life spent in transit.
Experiences lived and captured,
leaving behind only an illusory image
of that which has now past.

Wish you were here

And I often think
it is in my longing
for such things to return
that makes life so difficult at times.
A stern reminder
I may not live out
every selfish want I have.
Leaving it all behind
or being left behind by it all,
that is simply the price to be paid
always.
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